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Back To Our
Welcome to our new interiors section where we give you the lowdown on the hottest news in food, home and travel.

Artist Andrea Byrne
Home: It's a live / work apartment, I only do preliminary and research work here as I have a large studio in Vyner
Street, East London
Location: Clapham Common, London
Inspiration?
I don't really subscribe to one aesthetic or concept so its dif cult to single out an over-riding inspiration. My tastes are
more chaotic than contrived. I collect objects that have instantaneous appeal irrespective of whether they t with the
rest of the décor. I haven't got an aesthetic hierarchy based on expense or theme, there's no criteria apart from
budget when I buy or collect things; although I have a large collection of beautiful workmen’s vintage spirit levels - I
don't understand why maybe I'm subconsciously trying to level my spirit! I'm not precious about my home, I just enjoy
placing objects in a space and maybe a style develops naturally. I don't over think it - perceived mistakes are just part
of the mix. It's important for me to remember it's a home not a lm set. Over styled is just vulgar
Best buy?
My best buy has got to be my original 70's sideboard bought ten years ago from a junk shop in Tooting. Nostalgia and
sentimentality played major roles as I handed over my twelve pounds (my parents used to have an identical one). A
few years later a friend showed me a Bonhams catalogue where they were auctioning the exact same sideboard with
a reserve of £800.00 on it - good times - as you can see from the photos we never parted company. Also presently
I'm coveting a book Pictures by the fashion photographer / artist Tim Walker which I bought from Lydia at the
Wapping Project bookshop - it's so inspiring and a beautiful object, I can’t recommend it highly enough in regards of
reinventing spaces
Favourite interiors shop / designer?
I own a couple of exquisite antique sari patch-worked bedspreads by the jewellery designer Sam Ubhi - I never leave
her gem-like shop in Balham empty handed. I also can spend many a pleasant hour purring at vintage and retro
wallpapers at E.W.Moore & Sons
Best bargain shop
I always strike gold at the Trinity Hospice shops on Clapham High Street and Clapham Old Town (apparently a
favourite of Joanna Lumley's) and of course eBay always delivers the goods - literally! TK Maxx is worth a peruse for
end of line and signi cantly reduced glass wares.
Best bargain for the house?
Petal power all the way! I adorn the house every week with beautiful owers from Birksen in Clapham Old Town, and
Sainsburys Freetrade roses delight in their longevity. Top tip; at the end of every month Sainsbury’s owers are so
massively reduced they may as well give them away. As a ower painter I see it both as a necessity and indulgence
to always have them in my vicinity
Do you go to car boots / reclamation yards? Do you have any tips for the readers to get great nds
I go to Wimbledon Greyhound Stadium car boot sales which are held pretty regularly. I go after a leisurely breakfast let the dealers sing with the dawn chorus. I never buy for investment or trend but am more interested in worthless
curios. A word of caution I once turned up to one feeling fragile from the previous night and bought a cumbersome
50's salon hair drying chair which was expensive and frankly ridiculous as I had no where to store it. Harsh lesson
taught - but I’m still not sure if I learnt from it
Any tips on how to make cheap things look expensive
If you are buying inexpensive obviously don't buy everything from that one shop. Place old things next to new, subtle
next to loud, expensive next to bargains. Don't be held hostage by loyalty to a theme or a shop. If you can't afford to
replace knobs on inexpensive drawers or cupboards then prettify them by hanging your jewellery from them. Avoid
looking too considered and adopt a more casual, genuine approach to your room, something that re ects your own
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interests however bizarre or banal

Any tips for the readers to do the same or suggestions on good places to buy art?
I have framed up Roxy Music Album Covers, vintage dresses and decorous textiles all inexpensive yet effective. I
collect embroidered samplers and religious iconography, which accommodate all ranges of budget. My partner and
myself are both painters and we both buy art but rst you have to establish what you would feel comfortable to
spend. Degree shows and artist open studios are a good introduction to the buying process. My ower paintings can
be bought at Hicks Gallery London
Favourite feature in the house?
My favourite piece at home is a Victorian mahogany / glass embellished cinema ticket booth which I bought from
eBay. I adored it but it isn't the most conventional or convenient piece to be masquerading as an item of household
furniture. I ll it to capacity with orchids and with lighting it creates a sense of dramatic. It is totally incongruent with its
surroundings but commands attention as a talking point when friends come over
Favourite colour?
That's like saying pick your favourite child! If pushed there is something magical about emerald although you can
never underestimate the power of greys
Dogs or Cats?
I'm feral forever but oddly I'm developing a penchant for Border Collies
Favourite place for holiday?
The little island of Ischia off Naples is a trinket although I have just discovered the wild delights of the Pembrokeshire
Coast, Wales
Favorite Bar?
I love the proper old pub atmosphere of the Owl and Pussycat on Redchurch Street Shoreditch and then you can just
nip around the corner to Club Row for dinner at Trois Garçons
Favorite Quote?
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"This too shall pass”. Although I'm also partial to Jonathan Swift's "It was a bold man who rst swallowed an oyster”

